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Bondhus, Protanium,BriteGuard and ProGuard
are trademarks of Bondhus Corporation.

High Torque Steel - Up to 20%
stronger than competition

World’s best corrosion
protection

Bondhus Stubby tools are designed and manufactured to be
strong, to save time and to fit into low overhead locations that
are too short for a standard hex or ball end wrench. The low 
profile short arm has a smaller inside radius that allows the tool
to be used in very tight spaces. All Bondhus Stubby tools also 

Stubby Tools
have the exclusive Bondhus Ball End on the long arm of the 
tool. All Bondhus Stubby tools are manufactured with Bondhus’
exclusive Protanium® steel, which is up to 20% stronger than
competitor tools, and are available in many different corrosion
protection finishes.

1) Reaches screws with low overhead clearance, that are 
inaccessible with any other type of hex tool. Eliminates 
disassembly of equipment to gain access to the screw head.

2) Saves time because the tight radius design reaches screws 
that even a hex key with a cut down short arm cannot reach.

3) Saves money because tool user needs only one tool for both
regular and tight clearance applications.

4) Saves time because tool user can reach and turn screws 
that cannot be reached straight-in.

5) Bondhus’ extremely precise manufacturing methods create 
tools that work very well, even in very small sizes.

6) Saves time because Bondhus’ exclusive Protanium® Steel 
makes Bondhus tools up to 20% stronger than competitor 
tools and allows the tool user to deliver more torque without
breaking the tool or damaging the screw head.

7) Saves time because the tool user does not have to work 
with rusty tools. ProGuard™ protection delivers up to 5 times 
the corrosion resistance of any other hex or Star tool finish.

8) Tool users have a wide range of finish choices to fit virtually 
every need.

9) Bondhus stands behind every sale with a “No questions 
asked” lifetime replacement policy.

Features Benefits
1) Low Profile short arm

2) Tighter inside radius than standard
hex keys

3) This one tool works in regular as well 
as tight clearance applications

4) Ball ends insert into screws at an 
angle

5) Stubby tools available for very small 
sizes: As small as .050” & 1.27mm

6) Worlds strongest tools -
Protanium® Steel

7) Worlds best corrosion protection -
ProGuard™ Dry Surface Technology

8) ProGuard™ (black), 
BriteGuard™ (chrome) finishes

9) Lifetime Warranty
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• Low profile short 
arm allows entry 
into tight spaces

• Saves time
and money

• Tighter inside radius 
fits screws perfectly



New Bondhus Nut Drivers
Bondhus has added hollow shaft nut drivers to its line
of high performance tools. These nut drivers feature
Bondhus' exclusive ComfortGrip screwdriver handle
and high strength chrome plated shafts. The nut
drivers are available in singles and sets, and in sizes
ranging from 5/32" to 1/2" and 4mm to 13mm. As with
all Bondhus products, these nut drivers are backed
by Bondhus' lifetime warranty. The addition of nut
drivers makes Bondhus your complete source for
hex, star, and nut driver tools.
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Recent Testimonial
Stubby L-wrenches
“I had some hex head bolts in a very tight spot on my
car that I needed to be able to remove. I normally use
standard L hex keys and searched hoping to find
something just like these guys (Stubby) that would do
the trick. They did. The hex end is very short but still
plenty deep to get into the hex socket... It’s a welcome
addition to my tool box.”

Keith H. • Low profile short
arm allows entry 
into tight spaces

• Tighter inside 
radius fits screws
perfectly
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